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I°- Presentation of the survey

Five European schools (Germany, Spain, Poland, Hungary and

France), are working on a three year common project.

Faced with a major youth unemployment rate in Europe,

according to EU vows, whose priorities are to increase the

employment rate and reduce the school dropout rate, our

project “fit for work in Europe” aims to develop the

adaptability and employability of young people on the European

labor market.

1- Study’s sponsors



The survey that we conducted is part of the program of the second year

of our project.

Its purpose is to push young people to go abroad for their studies,

internships and future jobs in Europe.

The conclusions we will draw will help to arouse their enthusiasm for

traveling abroad, particularly in Europe.

2- Aims of the research
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3- Themes developed

The Topics we'll deal with are:

- The purposes of a trip abroad

- Places planned for a trip abroad

- The level of knowledge of youth on the cost and financing of

a stay abroad
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4- Survey’s methods

We’ve processed and analyzed the questionnaire through an

investigation program called "Ethnos".

The distribution by sex, age and sector is purely arbitrary and

does not reflect the class composition of the school concerned.

The only instruction we had was not to ask questions to classes

of the "european section" or to pupils and students participating

in the project.

This questionnaire was administered to a group of 150 students,

30 students in a class for each countries.
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4 (Suite)- Survey’s methods

Distribution by sex and age

57 % are girls

70% of young people interviewed  are 

17 years old

24% are 18 years old and 6% are 16, 

19, and 20 years old.
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97% of them come from  General 

Education, the remaining 3% are 

divided into Technological 

Education and Vocational 

Education

General Education

Technological	 Education

Vocational Education

97,3%

1,3%

1,3%
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4 (Suite)- Survey’s methods

Distribution by sector



The specialized teaching 

are divided      as follows:

57% Economic and social

33% Science

8.5% Literature

1.5 % Other specialties
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Distribution by specialized teaching 



1- Purposes of  a trip abroad

2- Places considered for a trip abroad

3- Youth knowledge on the cost and financing

of a trip abroad
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Yes

64,7%

No

35,3%Q1 : Do you plan to go abroad for another reason 

than tourism in the next 7 years?

2/3 of students (among which 73%

of girls) plan to go abroad for

another reason than tourism.
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40% of students would like to go 
abroad  to find work, 30% for studies
and 30% for an internship.

50% of boys want to go abroad to find 
a job.

Q2 : Why would you like to go abroad?
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Q2 (Suite) : Why would you like to go abroad?

65% of Spanish students and 59% of 

Hungarian students want to go 

abroad to find work, 53% of French

students and 48% of German

students want to go abroad to do an 

internship and 43% of Polish

students to study.
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Q3 : If you travel abroad to do an 

internship, higher studies or to find a job, 

what are your main motivations?

Improve my language level

Benefit from the reputation of a School or a University

Benefit from the reputation of a company

Benefit from coaching for travelling

Discover other teaching methods

Discover other w orking methods

Benefit from studies scholarships

Discover a foreign culture

Increase my open-mindedness

Join someone close

32,7%

8,2%

6,3%

9,7%

2,6%

8,6%

4,8%

17,1%

9,7%

0,4%

On average, for all countries, although all              

the motivations were mentioned, those that 

stand out the most, are for 33% "to practice 

the language“,  for 17% " to discover a 

foreign culture" and for almost 10%               

ex aequo "to increase their open-

mindedness" and "to benefit from coaching 

for traveling." 

However, in the 2nd choice:17% of girls

chose“to increase an open-mindedness”.
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Q3 (Suite) : If you travel abroad to do an internship,                                       

higher studies or to find a job, what are your main motivations?

Improve my language level Benefit from the reputation of a School or a University Benefit from the reputation of a company

Benefit from coaching for travelling Discover other teaching methods Discover other w orking methods

Benefit from studies scholarships Discover a foreign culture Increase my open-mindedness Join someone close

25% 50% 75% 100%

34,0% 7,5%3,8% 17,0% 1,9%7,5% 22,6% 5,7%German
100,0%

33,3% 8,9% 4,4% 11,1% 4,4% 13,3% 11,1% 11,1% 2,2%Spanish
100,0%

28,3% 15,0% 8,3% 10,0% 10,0% 3,3% 16,7% 8,3%Polish
100,0%

34,7% 4,1% 8,2% 8,2% 6,1% 8,2% 12,2% 4,1% 12,2% 2,0%Hungarian
100,0%

33,3% 5,3% 7,0%3,5%1,8%5,3% 26,3% 17,5%French
100,0%

"The discovery of a foreign culture" comes 

in second position for France, Germany 

and Poland.

Spain and Hungary respectively choose 

"the discovery of other working methods" 

and "the benefit of a means of financing."

Some proposals will not be considered as 

"Studying" for German and French 

students, or "discover other teaching 

methods" for Polish students.
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Although the 

financial cost is a 

significant barrier 

for about 77%, we 

found differences 

by country.

Q4 : What are the reasons that prevent you from going abroad? 

a°- Financial cost
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Most affected are the
Hungarian and Spanish
students, respectively 85%
and 80%.

The least affected are the
Germans (60%).

Q4 (suite) : What are the reasons that prevent you from going abroad? 

a°- Financial cost
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Q4 (suite) : What are the reasons that prevent you from going abroad? 

b°- Be away from the family

On average for all the 

countries, « to be away 

from the family » is an 

important barrier (reason 

mentioned by 70 % of the 

students).
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Q4 (suite) : What are the reasons that prevent you from going abroad ? 

b°- Be away from the family

The least affected are 

the Polish and French

(60%).

The most affected are 

the Hungarian and 

Spanish (respectively

90% and 80%).
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Q4 (suite) : What are the reasons that prevent you from going abroad? 

c°- Be away from the friends
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1- Purposes of  a trip abroad

On average for all the 

countries, to « Be away 

from the friends » is an 

important barrier for 65

% of students.



Q4 (suite) : What are the reasons that prevent you from going abroad? 

c°- Be away from the friends
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The least affected are the 

Polish (53%).

Most affected are the 

Hungarian (78%).



Q4 (suite) : What are the reasons that prevent you from going abroad? 

d°- Be away from the boyfriend (girlfriend)
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1- Purposes of  a trip abroad

On average for all the 

countries, to « Be away 

from the boyfriend (or 

girlfriend) » isn’t an   

important barrier for 60 

% of the students.



Q4 (suite) : What are the reasons that prevent you from going abroad? 

d°- Be away from the boyfriend (girlfriend)

However, only 40% of

Hungarian students

share this view.
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Q4 (suite) : What are the reasons that prevent you from going abroad? 

e°- Afraid of the unknown
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On average for all the 

countries, « Afraid of 

the unknown » isn’t an   

important barrier for 

70 % of students.



Q4 (suite) : What are the reasons that prevent you from going abroad? 

e°- Afraid of unknown

However, only 40%

of German and 60%

of French students

share this view.
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Q4 (suite) : What are the reasons that prevent you from going abroad? 

f°- Desire to stay in home country
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On average for all the 

countries the « Desire 

to stay in home 

country » isn’t an   

important barrier for 

60 % of students.



Q4 (suite) : What are the reasons that prevent you from going abroad? 

f°- Desire to stay in home country
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1- Purposes of  a trip abroad

However, only 40% of 

German students 

share this view.



Q5 : When do you plan to                     

go abroad?

65% plan to go abroad in
order to find a job after
graduation, 25% in order
to continue their studies.
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Q5 (suite): When do you plan to go abroad?

However, the Polish

are more divided , 

40% of them hope to 

receive training.

The French are more 

undecided, 50% of 

their choice are 

divided equally (25%

training and 25% 

tourism).
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European continent

American continent

Asian continent

African continent

Oceania continent

I don't know

37,1%

39,5%

7,4%

1,6%

10,2%

4,3%

On average for all countries, Europe and 

America are the 2 continents which are the 

most popular (40% each). 20% of students 

have chosen the remaining continents 

(Oceania, Africa and Asia).

Q6 : Among the five continents,                                                      

which one would you choose?
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Q6 (suite): Among the five continents, which one would you choose?

European continent American continent Asian continent African continent Oceania continent I don't know

25% 50% 75% 100%

29,1% 41,8% 5,5%3,6% 16,4% 3,6%German
100,0%

56,8% 37,8% 5,4%Spanish
100,0%

39,3% 35,7% 16,1% 7,1%1,8%Polish
100,0%

45,8% 37,5% 4,2%4,2% 8,3%Hungarian
100,0%

23,2% 42,9% 7,1%3,6% 16,1% 7,1%French
100,0%

However, the Germans and the French

are less attracted to Europe than other

countries because they chose Europe

respectively for 29% and 23%. They

divide their choices on all other

continents with a priority for Oceania

(16%).

Spanish and Hungarian are the most

European people (57% of Spanish

students and 46% of Hungarian have

chosen Europe). Their second

destination is America (38% and 37%).

Africa has only been chosen by

German and French students .
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Q7: Among the two continents you’ve selected above in which countries would you 

like to go?

USA

United 

Kingdom
Canada

• Australia

• France

• Germany

• Spain

• Brazil

• Italy

• Japan

Other countries quoted regularly :
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Q7 (suite): Among the two countries you’ve selected above in which cities                                 

would you like to go?

Londres

New-York

Los Angeles • Sydney

• Barcelona

• Paris

• Berlin 

• Rome
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Other cities quoted regularly :



Q8: Do you know the cost of  such a stay abroad?

The average response rate is 

not significant, since those who 

do not know are as numerous as 

those who know the cost of a 

stay abroad. 
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Q8(suite) : Do you know the cost of  such a stay abroad?

Those who do not

know the cost of a

stay abroad are

German, Spanish

and French.
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of a trip abroad 



Q9: Have you ever thought about the financing of this kind of trip?

The average response 

rate is not significant, 

since those who do not 

know are as numerous as 

those who have an idea 

of their fundings. 
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Q9(suite) : Have you ever thought about the financing of this kind of trip?

However , there is a 

small difference for 

polish and spanish

students who already 

thought about the 

financing

respectively for 70 %

and 63 %.
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Q10: Apart from a sholarship,how could you finance it?

15%

30%

45%

60%
59,5%

My savings

12,2%

A loan

31,1%

I don't know

Students think they will 

finance their stay as follows: 

60% with their savings, 12%

with a loan. The remaining 

28% do not know.
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Q10(suite) : Apart from a sholarship,how could you finance it?

The response rate on the  financing by 

saving is higher for French and 

German students(87.5% and 75%

respectively). If none of the two groups 

thought about financing their trip 

thanks to a loan, this is not the case for 

Polish and Spanish students (about 

20% thought about financing their trip 

thanks to a loan).

As for Hungarian students, 60% of 

them do not yet know how they will 

finance their stay.
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Q11: Do you know the different International financial supports that you could apply for?

20%

40%

60%

80%

19,2%

Yes

80,8%

No

About 80% of students 

do not know the 

different international 

aids to which they may 

be entitled to.
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Q11(suite) : Do you know the different International financial supports that you could apply for?
Yes No

25% 50% 75% 100%

37,5% 62,5%German
100,0%

14,3% 85,7%Spanish
100,0%

23,8% 76,2%Polish
100,0%

100,0%Hungarian
100,0%

12,5% 87,5%French
100,0%

Those who best know 

these aids are German

students (62.5%).

100% of Hungarian

students don't know

these aids.
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3- Youth knowledge on the cost and financing of   

a trip abroad

2- Destinations desired for a trip abroad

1- Purposes of a trip abroad
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III°- Conclusions of the study

2/3 of students plan to go abroad for a reason other than tourism. Among them, 

60% want to go abroad  to pursue studies or to do an internship, while 40% want to 

go abroad to find work.

For the 5 countries, the main motivation for going abroad is "the practice of  the language"

For 3 countries (Germany, Poland and France)  the second motivation is the discovery of a 

foreign culture"

Spain chose : "The discovery of other working methods" and Hungary chose  "The benefit of a 

means of financing"

1- Purposes of  a trip abroad



On average, for all countries, the obstacles to mobility abroad  are: 

- the "financial cost" for 77%

- to "be away  from family" for 70% 

- to "be away from  friends" for  65%

By cons, to "be away from boy friend (or girl friend)" , "to be afraid of the 

unknown" or  to " remain in his homeland" don't represent an obstacle to mobility .

III°- Conclusions of the study
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On average for all countries, the 2 most popular continents are Europe and America

for 40% each.

Africa has only been chosen by the German and French.
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German, Spanish and French do not know the cost of a stay abroad.

Students think they will finance their stay thanks to:

- savings : 60%

- Loans : 12%

- The remaining 28% do not know

About 80% of students do not know the different international aids.

III°- Conclusions of the study
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IV°- Recommendations

2/3 of the students surveyed want to study or to do internships in Europe or

America, but the financial cost remains an obstacle for 77% of them.

80% of them do not know the different international aids to which they

are entitled.

1- The two main findings



IV°- Recommendations

We can see that the problem is an information problem.

We should inform young people about :

The various study opportunities in each of our European countries

The various international and European aids to which they have access

2- The identification of a problem



IV°- Recommendations

But the group "Erasmus +": "fit for work in Europe" whose primary objective is "to 

encourage more young people to go  abroad" has already worked on those two topics 

since each of the five countries has already created a slideshow "Studying in our 

country“ which presents the opportunities for studies and the national fundings.

3- The actions already taken by the Erasmus Group

with the project "fit for work in Europe"

The group also communicates through different means:

- Creation of an official web site where the group posts all of its works.

- Presentation of the project to all stakeholders of involved schools

and organizations involved in mobility and youth employment.



IV°- Recommendations

« Erasmus+ » can only intensify the information 

about the project since it fits perfectly to the problem 

posed by the results of this survey.

4- The suggestions of the  « Erasmus+ » group



Thank you for your 

attention


